Protect Your Family
The problem is that most of us have no idea what family means. If we did we would never treat
the families we have the way we do. Think about it, most of the people in this country claim to
be Christians, Jews or Muslims. Each of these believe in Torah (the first 5 books of the Old
Testament; and, Torah says marriage is made by agreement between the spouses to be combined
with the consent of the father of the bride. Neither Torah nor the Bible give an account of any
other necessity. That’s it.
Therefore, if you have agreement between the spouses to be and consent of the bride's father, you
have what is known as a “lawful marriage”. Most of the churches though, teach that you must
have a legal and lawful marriage. Legal (in this case) means the marriage is recorded (written).
In the past people accomplished this by recording the marriage in their family bible or otherwise
in their private records. Most churches also tell you that you have to go get a marriage license
from the “state” before the minister will marry you. Now, I ask you, “Where did all of that come
from?” If the minister was teaching from God’s gospel, why then does he tell you to do
something so far beyond or foreign to God’s will? Wouldn't such a requirement give the state
control over the church, which thing is forbidden in the national Constitution? Where in the
national or State constitutions did the people give government such power? On review you will
find that the people never gave such power to government. So why would an honorable minister
make such a requirement of the people in his church?
The answer is, he is either ignorant of the truth or he is no servant of our Father in Heaven. His
ignorance was likely caused by his education. Otherwise, why would he tell you to go to “The
State of ‘X’” to get a marriage license? “The State of ‘X’” is a private corporation owned
outright by the corporation known as “The United States Government” (Corp. U.S.), which is
owned outright by, “The International Monetary Fund” (IMF). License means permission to do
that which would be otherwise illegal. Where God instituted marriage between man and woman,
giving man His authority to so unite by mans agreement and consent, why would a man of God
tell you to go to a private foreign corporation to obtain by license that which you already have a
right to by your natural birth? He wouldn’t, if he knew what he was doing. After all, weren’t
you also fooled?
The fact that you ask for a marriage license admits that you are incompetent to be otherwise
married. The license does not remove your alleged incompetence, it merely legally transfers the
responsibility (ownership) of anything you create in the marriage to the party that issued the
license. In Law the doctrine is called "Parens Patria", which transliterates to, “the state is the
parent”. That is why Social Services is running rampant with controls alleging they have the
right to control your children, to prescribe/administer drugs/contraceptives/etc. to them without
your knowledge or consent and even the power to take them from you at will, even over your
objection. In fact, if you refuse they can have you arrested. That is also why they have you fill
out paperwork listing yourself as “parent/guardian” and for all intents and purposes, you are not
the parent, you are only the guardian.
As guardian you send the children to public school where they are educated by the school in the
latest drug techniques in Corp. U.S.’s D.A.R.E. program (translated directly from Hitler’s

children of the fatherland program). Think about it, they admit the program was designed to
break the peer pressure group of the children. Have you ever noticed the peer group of a school
child is the family. Then notice that D.A.R.E. stands for Drug Abuse Resistance Education.
Break down those words and notice their meaning:
1. Before being trained in that program most children have no Drug experience
whatsoever. So the program teaches them what the planned program for
understanding what drugs are.
2. Again, the child has no past experience with Drug Abuse; so to understand the
training the child must create its understanding by relating what they learn to
themselves, in the future. It's like when a parent says, “Don’t touch the walls.” In
our minds (everyone’s not just the child’s) we hear the whole message in
command form; presupposing that the wall has not yet been touched; and notice
the mind cannot form the reverse of an idea so to understand the command we
must form its image as a future event; and, there it is; so we tell ourselves
“Don’t”. Now, notice what almost every single child does, almost immediately,
after receiving such a command—they touch the wall! Notice the D.A.R.E.
program's motto, “Don’t use drugs.”
3. Then add Resistance and notice that resistance implies a will to participate that
must be fought off even though it never really wins over the desire.
4. Now add Education, and realize that that is their point. Most teachers and school
officials involved in the program have no idea what they are compelled to do by
their school systems, that being: they are teaching the children to use and abuse
drugs.
Their final blow in support of the system, is that in their parens patria capacity their
distribution system for Ritalin—the most powerful speed (crank) on the market—places
these innocent children right in the middle of the drug world. Use of nearly any amount
of Ritalin causes overdose, which is the desired effect of the drug—that is exactly why it
has a calming effect on an otherwise very active child.
The school system argues, “Children perform better when they are on the drug and children are
uncontrollable when they are not on the drug.” The truth is without the drug, the students are
simply learning faster and better than the teacher knows how to teach. Memory is state based.
That means when you learn something, all you have to do is go back into the same state you
were in when you learned it and recall is almost automatic. The school causes this to happen by
overdosing the child into a stupor during both the learning phase and again through the testing
phase. Tests show the students perform well that way—the problem is that if they aren't on the
drug they remember little of what they were taught. The D.A.R.E. program is: Teach them to
resist drugs then feed drugs to them while breaking the child away from the family. That means
the child needs a new family—the gang—their “friends” going through the same mold; people
they understand. The facts are in. This is an accurate statement of the results of this program, the
system calls it, “The new Drug Culture”. Still, most Americans allow this to happen to their
children.

I have to agree, if you fall into this trap and do nothing to end it, you must be ‘only the
guardians’ of your children, because if you were God’s children and you had the ability to
procreate in God’s image, creating children of your own you would never allow a corporation
like Corp. U.S. or the IMF to take your children away from you and pay them a tax that you
don’t owe; so they can murder 40,000,000 pre-birth infants because this new culture does not
want them but they do want to play without consequence. It is time to awaken to your true
natures as descendant heirs of Adam and Eve and to be accountable for our families.
How do you protect your family?
You notice that there is no signature on the alleged Marriage License. Signature is defined as
knowing willing consent. If you were not aware that the state attempting to issue you a license
to marry was actually a private corporation within Corp. U.S., which is a private corporation
owned by the IMF, and if you were not aware that they created the program for the purpose of
removing from you your natural parental rights, if they did this without disclosure of the facts to
you, then you could not have possibly signed the licensing documents. In other words what you
thought was your signature does not fit the qualifying limitation of what a signature is. That
means you could not possibly be married under such a license. However, if you had agreement
between you and your spouse to be, and consent from the father of the bride, when you went to
alleged state, you were already married before you went to them. Our WARN newsletter has
complete descriptions of how to eliminate any appearance of such licensed marriages such that
Corp. U.S. has to recognize that your children are in fact your children and that they do not
belong to the state in any manner.
Next you need to take responsibility for educating your children your selves. Corp. U.S. has no
idea of how to teach children of God and they have no intention of doing so; that should be
obvious. The people have consistently proven that home school and private education systems
are far superior to public education. Every test of home schooled children shows they are better
educated than publicly schooled children.
The bottom line is you must make your own decisions; and you must do it now, before it is too
late! If you don’t, there will be no second chances. Time’s up.

